Hosting and failure
Ash: When I reflect on the word 'hospitality' in relation to Convergence, an array of questions emerges: What are the ethics of hosting and guesting? Who plays the role of 'host ' and 'guest,' and what happens when the guest is the one that starts hosting the host? How do the needs and rights of different communities radicalize how to define what we see as hospitable performances and hostile ones? As one of the Dis-Performing working group coconvenors, I wanted to help host a space that would bring us together and invite a feeling of accessibility that Mia Mingus would describe as "exciting and relieving, like a slow exhale" ("Access Intimacy"). On the first day of our gathering, we asked our members to share what they needed from the group: patience, slowness, a place to put their feet up, intersections, movement, to be closer to people to hear better, scent-free products, etc. Our needs, which I now see as forms of disclosure, became invitations to generate new relationalities between each other. Yet in my performance as host, I felt an immense feeling of failure.
How do the needs and rights of different communities radicalize how to define what we see as hospitable performances and hostile ones?
Slowness is a concept I pedagogically value and embrace, particularly in the way it invites cognitive multiplicity and diverse rhythms to simultaneously move together. Yet, in the end, slowness was something very difficult to practice in my role as host. Time moved quickly. We all needed more time during breaks, to find our words, to explore concepts. Our subgroup system, for example, did not always give enough space to talk about the micro details of our work. For this reason, I did feel that I had disappointed my colleagues. That long breath that I longed to provide and support was not always there. What emerged in my feeling of failure was the ways my colleagues began to share my hosting duties. Hosts became guests, and guests became hosts. There was a fluidity of trying to ensure that our meeting was hospitable for all of us. We were generous with each other. Small actions such as gentle check-ins were a regular thing with each other. There was conscious attention paid to sharing labours. Ultimately, the working group became a site of collectively hosting-something which some of us later called 'careformances.' 2
Interanimation and access
Megan: During my presentation to this working group, I introduced the term 'interanimation' from phenomenologist David Seamon. Interanimation, as Seamon describes it, is the notion that "lived bodies are in an intimate relationship with the worlds in which they find themselves" (144). These relationships form "through bodily encounters and actions" and are shaped by the places we inhabit (Seamon 151) . I initially considered interanimation simply as the way that bodies exist in a bidirectional relationship as they move through and exist within spaces. However, since the discussions of this working group, I have begun to consider it a fundamental aspect of access-one that helps to capture the dynamism and the necessary situatedness that is inherent in practices of accessibility. Access is not a fixed method of procedures that exist separately from the environment. Rather, it is an evolving, fluid, and context-dependent practice. Each day when we entered the room for our working group session, the access needs and practices within our group changed. Not only had our individual bodies shifted in the time we spent apart, but so too had the dynamics within the group, our comfort level and familiarity with the environment, and our relationship to the discussions and the conference activities.
As bodies and places engage in this ongoing dance of interanimation, practices of accessibility have to evolve in response. To do this with any measure of success (and to unpack what 'successful' access means is another conversation!) pulls us back to the wider conference theme of radical hospitality. Access is frequently understood in a unidirectional manner: as something provided by a host and accepted by a guest. But, as Ash notes above, the roles of 'host' and 'guest' are not always fixed. Part of thinking through radical hospitality in relation to access becomes rethinking and reconceptualizing the roles of 'access provider' and 'access receiver'-of 'host' and 'guest'-as roles that must remain responsive to the fluctuating interanimation that occurs between bodies and environments. Further, engaging with the concept of interanimation also re-centres the human-ness in our interactions because it is inherently relational and helps work against the tendency to "treat access as a logistical interaction, rather than a human interaction" (Mingus, "Forced Intimacy") . In the writing that follows, we are further pointed toward this relationality of access when Kelsie, following Mingus, calls attention to the sense of intimacy and relationship that access can engender. By integrating the concept of interanimation, we can recognize and appreciate the fluid, shifting, and situated nature of access.
Problematic protocols/promises
Jessica: The issue about embodying crip time, embodying care, embodying support, in an environment built for collaboration and change with critical analysis, is that competition does not produce slowness (unless, that is, it is a competition for the slowest). Taking time to reflect on the experience, I question my group's decision to welcome disclosure into the room, and welcome protocols-which I would now call 'promises'-particularly where everyone was thinking through a lens that was disability-centred. There's safe spaces, safer spaces, and co-created safer spaces. And something I took away about being 'hospitable', and taking care of an entire room, is that the promises should be decided on collaboratively, and distributed evenly, similarly to the collaboration and labour sharing of this article. This group was a trial, and I would say we were transparent in articulating that our approach would be to ignite conversation and to promote discussion, not to succeed in the performance of the perfect best promises.
Bringing attention to the work we do, or the work that we try to do, is a way for me to combat what Ash refers to as 'turbo-capitalism'. 4 Admitting when things are not perfect-because when are they ever perfect-is a part of this work. I'm referring here to the work of welcoming, to bringing in, to bolstering energy, to reaching and holding each other up and together, and collaborating in ways that feel comfortable (or as comfortable as possible) to everyone involved.
Being in relationship
Kelsie: As we discuss hospitalities, it seems to me we are talking about relationship. Hospitality is both an invitation to relationship and a way the relationship unfolds. Sometimes the promises (to borrow Jessica's term) of hospitality are clear. Sometimes they're messy and unclear. I like to think about some types of access as an invitation to be in relationship. When I saw the initial call for this working group, I thought: These are people who want to be in relationship with me, the people I love, what I value. This is the kind of access that I think of as hospitality. For me, there is emotional value attached to having access practices in place and discussed. If access is not addressed (as it often is not), I read it as a refusal to be in relationship. The absence says: You, and the people you love, are not welcome here; you are not worth hospitality. I want to acknowledge that access takes labour and often capital. But all hospitality, all relationships, involve labour and cost. Which relationships did our working group value being in? Which relationships did the Hemi GSI value being in? Which relationships does the broader academy value being in?
Mingus created the term 'access intimacy' for "that elusive, hard to describe feeling when someone else 'gets' your access needs" ("Access Intimacy"). This is the kind of access that I crave. But I also know that it takes time, attention, and care to come into access intimacy. It requires an ongoing relationship. I'd like to think about the messiness as a beginning, an invitation. We don't have access intimacy with each other. Yet. But by staying in relationship, we may create the conditions for future access intimacy.
Aimee: Kelsie, I find what you say here really beautiful about access being "an invitation to be in relationship." Personally, I only feel comfortable when someone I'm engaging in access practices with is close to me. And even then, certain access practices and areas can be risky and can lead to less access. Accessibility can sometimes be a process of risk mitigation.
Invitations of hospitality
seeley: i came into the Convergence glad organizers had arranged walking tours with First Story Toronto as the scheduled activity Saturday afternoon. Unfamiliar with local Indigenous histories, i appreciated the chance to learn and walk, and also had apprehension that not knowing the terrain might mean the routes would wear my body too much. Then the day before, after convening with our working group, Ash emailed the organizers and us: "I think in solidarity these walks should be only be [sic] fully accessible, whether a disabled community member is there or not" ("Re: First Story Walks").
i appreciated her shift in conceiving what labours should happen, premised on relationship within this Convergence community. It shifted my own; i made effort then to research the First Story Toronto organization's website for walk conditions, and mailed their contact along with working group members and conference organizers. i gave thanks for trying to provide opportunity to learn of First Nations legacies, and expressed the value of clarity about how 'hospitable' the routes are for different mobility levels. People with disabilities and fatiguing conditions benefit from knowing if offered walks will be accessible, and people who can traverse demanding environments, from being clear when their proposed activities in such environments won't include all peers.
Labouring within capitalism contributes to a team constructing a Convergence sometimes feeling pressured, without enough time to receive info on an activity's accessibility levels before deciding which activities to offer. Likewise, the First Story Toronto team may find adding website descriptions of public tours' accessibility
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A symbol of anything that we must fight against Marta: Among different participants' speeches and presentations, I recounted that I directed a theatre group called Trupe Diversos in Rio de Janeiro, whose actors are disabled and non-disabled persons, students, and community participants. The main subject of our last play (Diversos Sao Quixote) was based on Don Quixote, from the classical Spanish writer Miguel de Cervantes. The scene where Don Quixote fights against windmills is the most well-known around the world-we talked about the idea that the windmills could be a symbol of anything that we must fight against.
At the Hemi GSI Convergence, I proposed a body-awareness approach, starting with relaxation lying on the floor, slow movements, and a personal research of a simple choreography following my suggestions. There were wheelchair users dancing with us and also a participant with her assistance dog. With closed eyes, the movements should be created after the following question: Think about something that annoys you, and that you would like to change in your life, in your reality. Try to imagine its shape.
"If you were Don Quixote, which movement would you make to destroy the windmills?" "Try to make the quality of the movement clear: speed, strength, directions, drawing the space, 'colours.'" After opening their eyes, in pairs, each one showed this short sequence of movement to their partner, and they created a new choreography after mixing them together. Each pair presented to the whole group, and in the end, I asked, "What was the inspiration for their gestures, they were fighting against what?" Katie Jung's response, "Patriarchy," was an answer that pleased me.
Presenting to each other: A practice of 'microprotections' 5 Aimee: At the Convergence, we developed a methodology of 'micro-protections,' which are strategies to counteract micro-aggressions and to co-create alternative ways of relating, participating, and collaborating. Micro-protections are ways to acknowledge the preparatory, emotional, and physical work that goes into facilitating our own participation-it is a way of hosting ourselves and each other in ways we have available to us. Of course, developing strategies for protection is something that other crips and marginalized people have always done. For us, micro-protections are a practical application of accessibility politics; prevention of and responses to felt, tangible, and non-metaphoric experiences of inaccessibility and feelings of being unwelcome.
Katie: For example, during some discussions, we excused ourselves to take breaks, let Spoons the service dog spend some time outside, recharge together, and stretch. Before and after official conference proceedings, I drove Aimee in my car so that she could conserve energy. A major micro-protection we developed was prioritizing each other's work and providing feedback on our projects, outside of the reduced time frame afforded us in the conference.
Micro-protections are ways to acknowledge the preparatory, emotional, and physical work that goes into facilitating our own participation
Katie and Aimee: For us, sharing our work at the conference looked like sitting on a park bench together outside the conference building. There on the bench, we described the work we brought to Convergence: Katie's Coast-Line and Tide-Line intaglio monoprints and Aimee's Bodies of Knowledge film. This process of sharing also continued as we initiated this article. We talked over the phone and continued to learn about one another's work. A panoramic shot of Canada Place and the harbour of Vancouver, British Columbia. In the foreground, a white thumb directs a wheelchair joystick on a path. Facing the ocean, a symbolic tower that reads "Canada Place" stands before bluish-grey mountains silhouetted by the sunset.
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Taking space, and making some spaces Aimee: Katie described her prints as a process of uncovering what isn't there. She described the project for her as a way to explore absence: "I needed to trace the process of staying; trace my process of protection in the face of the corrosive processes that undermine me on a daily basis" (qtd. in Louw and Jung). She described being erased in a space and the feelings of discomfort when she witnesses another person being erased. I'd never heard someone explain that process of witnessing someone being erased so clearly.
Katie: I turned to printmaking, because it's a tradition of giving trace a mark. The intaglio printmaking technique of protecting a copper plate before submerging it into an inevitable acid bath was a way to better understand the non-arbitrariness of erasure. When etching, the parts of the plate that have not been protected become engraved quickly and even disappear-once printedif they have had too much exposure to the acid. As the project evolved, I found myself printing maps and a field guide from the plates to reveal my personal biases: what I had let be erased. This practice, like facilitation, renders who/what image is visible and who/what is erased (Jung, Field Guide) .
Aimee: With my video Bodies of Knowledge, I explore my embodiment and access to space as a settler, through auto-ethnography and poetry. In the film, I ask myself, as I wheel around Vancouver, British Columbia's wheelchair-accessible sea wall path: How do I contribute to taking space, and making some spaces inhospitable for others? As a wheelchair user, I experience being unwelcome due to inaccessible infrastructure or social dynamics. As a settler, I subject others to this by my presence and occupation of the land.
Katie: In Aimee's film, I like how she mentions these concerns, in tension with each other, at the same time. A jogger passes by in the frame; the footage is shot from the point of view of the arm of her wheelchair as she is rolling. A poem she wrote becomes a voice-over. Her words "conflicting, coexisting realities" hit right at my heart (Louw) . I also wonder how we could take up space in ways that do not reproduce the violence of history. I wonder what an access politics of producing less harm looks like. I'd like to think that there is a way to create access that is instead at the cost of those who hold more privilege rather than further taking from those more vulnerable. I'm reminded of the experiences I've had where access is a token concern that causes me more labour than help. Those instances where we as disabled folks end up entertaining so-called allies in their effort to extend us some sort of perceived charity.
At the same time, Aimee's film reminds me that I cannot recall a single wheelchair-accessible beach where I grew up in Victoria, British Columbia. I recall the time a few years ago when my sister got married and my grandma came from Salt Lake City. In order for her to visit the beach, we had to drive to the fancy neighbourhood, where the houses are bigger and the beaches are often built to be more mobility friendly. I'm talking about the beaches that have washrooms and overpriced canteens, but will not allow Spoons, my service dog, on the beach unless she is working. (Which is related because we see animals as animals-as less-even disposable sometimes.) Here, Spoons's desire to experience the landscape is swallowed like the contested shoreline trails in Aimee's film. Or they're erased like the unprotected parts of the intaglio plate in my prints, which, once printed, are only a trace marked by absence, a blank space on the paper. And in this instance, on this more accessible beach, the park employee explains to me there's another beach for dogs a fifteen-minute drive away, at the spot where the city sewer pipes exit into the ocean. There, she is allowed to run free.
Aimee: Based on our presentations, our discussion about access and how we practise relationships comes down to how the presence of certain people can either push away or invite participation. The question, "How do we make sure we are taken care of (and valued as equal contributors)?" rings in my ears (Louw and Jung) . This will be a project that extends beyond a conference or article or decade.
Notes

